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Things I'll never forget is the story of a young high school graduate in 1965 who faces being
drafted into the Army or volunteering for the Marine Corps. These are his memories of funny
times, disgusting times and deadly times. The author kept a journal for an entire year; therefore
many of the dates, times and places are accurate. The rest is based on memories that are
forever tattooed on his brain. This is not a pro-war book, nor is it anti-war. It is the true story of
what the Marine Corps was like in the late 1960's, when the country had a draft and five
hundred thousand Americans were serving one year tours in battle-torn South East Asia. If you
served in Viet Nam you will want to compare your experience with the author's. If you know
someone who went to Viet Nam, you will want to read for yourself what it was like. If you lost a
loved one or friend in the war, you will want to read this and share it with others.
Richard Fleming served as a scout with the elite U.S. Marine 1st Force Reconnaissance
Company during the bloodiest years of the Vietnam War. Dropped deep into enemy territory,
Recon relied on stealth and surprise to complete their mission--providing intelligence on enemy
positions and conducting raids, prisoner snatches, and ambushes. Fleming's absorbing
memoir recounts his transformation from idealistic recruit to cynical veteran as the war claimed
the lives of his friends and the missions became ever more dangerous.
This is the second volume in a series of chronological histories prepared by the Marine Corps
History and Museums Division to cover the entire span of Marine Corps involvement in the
Vietnam War. This volume details the Marine activities during 1965, the year the war escalated
and major American combat units were committed to the conflict. The narrative traces the
landing of the nearly 5,000-man 9th Marine Expeditionary Brigade and its transformation into
the ?II Marine Amphibious Force, which by the end of the year contained over 38,000 Marines.
During this period, the Marines established three enclaves in South Vietnam’s northernmost
corps area, I Corps, and their mission expanded from defense of the Da Nang Airbase to a
balanced strategy involving base defense, offensive operations, and pacification. This volume
continues to treat the activities of Marine advisors to the South Vietnamese armed forces but in
less detail than its predecessor volume, U.S. Marines in Vietnam, 1954-1964; The Advisory
and Combat Assistance Era.
This is a book about war. A war against America's enemies, against racism, against the loss of
fellow warriors in battle, and against the personal loss of family back home. This is the story of
Major James Capers, Jr. (USMC Ret.) Jim was born to a family of sharecroppers in South
Carolina who escaped to Baltimore, Maryland in the dead of night to escape the days of Jim
Crow laws for a better life. Joining the Marines fresh out of high school, Jim had no idea that
he was paving the road
"Three companies of Task Force 1-61 met 2,000-3,000 North Vietnamese. American forces
fought for two days, inflicting heavy casualties and suffering eight killed. The author, a member
of Alpha Company who rode in on the last helicopter, offers unique insights into the story of the
men who fought those three days in 1969"-“Oh, yes,” a retired NVA officer matter-of-factly declared to former U.S. Marine Otto J.
Lehrack. “In the Que Son Valley in 1967, we killed more Americans than at any time or place
during the war.” Road of 10,000 Pains, which takes its name from The Iliad, is an epic oral
history of Vietnam's bloodiest campaign, fought for seven months in a series of battles, most
within four miles of each other, along Route 534. In October 1967, orders came down to the
2nd North Vietnamese Army Division commanding them to join with local Viet Cong units and
seize the city of Da Nang in the coming Tet Offensive. When the time came, the division was
so battered from its seven-month campaign in the Que Son Valley that it failed to carry out its
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mission. Only one platoon was to make it inside the city limits of Da Nang. Had it not been for
the violent struggles in the valley, Da Nang may have suffered the same fate as the city of
Hue.
Based on official army records, these eyewitness accounts of seven hellacious battles serve as
a brief history of the Vietnam conflict. From a fierce fight on the banks of the Ia Drang River in
1965 to a 1968 gunship mission, this illustrated report conveys the heroism and horror of
warfare.
The author arrived at the Marine Corps Recruit Depot in San Diego ill-prepared for the training
and abuse that awaited him in boot camp. At the time, he would have done anything to escape;
only upon reflection years later did he realize that the self-confidence instilled in him by his drill
instructors had probably saved his life in Vietnam. A few months after boot camp, Private Ball
was shipped out to Vietnam, joining F Company, 2nd Battalion, 3rd Marines, near Khe Sanh.
As a grunt, in the vernacular of the Corps, Ball, like the other youths of F Company, did a
difficult and deadly job in such places as the A Shau Valley, Leatherneck Square, the DMZ and
other obscure but critical I Corps locales. His—their—fear of death mingled with homesickness.
Little did they realize that the horrors of the Vietnam War—horrors that while in-country they
often claimed did not even exist—would haunt them for the rest of their lives.
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRODUCT -- OVERSTOCK SALE Significantly reduced list price This book tells the mostly forgotten story of the accelerating
mental health problems that arose among the troops sent to fight in South Vietnam, especially
the morale, discipline, and heroin crisis that ultimately characterized the second half of the war.
This situation was unprecedented in U.S. military history and dangerous, and reflected the fact
that during the war America underwent its most divisive period since the Civil War and, as a
result, the war became bitterly controversial. The author is a career Army psychiatrist who led
a psychiatric unit in Vietnam. In the years following his return, he was dismayed to discover
that the Army had conducted no formal review of this alarming situation, including from the
standpoint of military psychiatry, and had lost or destroyed all of the pertinent clinical records.
In addition to permitting a study of the psychological wounds and their treatment in Vietnam,
these records would have been priceless in the treatment of the legions of veterans who
presented serious adjustment problems and Post-traumatic Stress Disorder. As a
consequence, Dr Camp has been relentless in combing the professional, civilian, and surviving
military literature--including unpublished documents--to construct a compelling narrative
documenting the successes and failures of Army psychiatry and the Army leadership in
Vietnam in responding to these psychiatric and behavioral challenges. The result is a book that
is both scholarly and intensely personal, includes vivid case material and anecdotes from
colleagues who also served there, and is replete with illustrations and correspondence. It
presents the story of Vietnam in a fresh manner--through the psychiatrist's eyes, and
sensibilities.
Set as deeply in his mind as in the depths of the Southeast-Asian jungle, a young American
soldier embarks on a journey to a war that, for him, will never be over. I am that American
soldier. It's 1969. I am 19 and living in New York City. The world was a playground for Mickey,
a naive Irish-American kid bored with his life who felt he was ready for the adventures of war.
His father served in World War II, his brother a Marine in Vietnam, now it was his turn. His 365
days in the hell that was Vietnam builds in torment until an attack on a bunker complex in
Cambodia where everything goes terribly wrong. Wounded, his friend captured, he becomes a
tormented survivor knowing he is always just a heartbeat from death. His adventure turned
nightmare brings a visceral understanding of the words penned by Thoreau, those very same
words with which his father imparted enduring wisdom throughout his youth: "Most men live
lives of quiet desperation," especially those at war. This emotional journey of self-realization
chronicles the key perspective--shaping experiences of a U.S. Army grunt fighting in Vietnam.
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A Marine Corps recruiter returns to his old stamping grounds to speak with some of the men he
enlisted, their families, and the families of others who were killed in action. Some remember
their experience with a sense of patriotism; others are bitter and feel forgotten by their country.
The 17 accounts are a reminder of the horrors of war, and the lasting effects of its aftermath.
During the Vietnam era, many of the U.S. Navy SEALs (SEa, Air, Land commandos) never
filed for a Purple Heart unless they were severely wounded. Thomas H. Keith, Master Chief,
SEAL Team 2, is living proof. He carries a piece of shrapnel behind one lung, a reminder of the
day he called in 40 mm mortar fire on the enemy that was trying to catch up to his crew as the
crew hauled ass out of the bush. Not only did he never report it, it was never removed---it just
wasn't serious enough. SEAL Warrior is the vivid, gritty, transporting memoir of a man destined
for combat, a third-generation soldier for whom serving his country was not only an honor, it
was tradition. While his grandfathers fought in France, and his father's position as a U.S. Navy
Chief took him all around the world, Tom Keith fought his first war in the jungles of Vietnam.
Fighting a guerilla war on foreign soil for the first time in American history, the SEALS found
that there were no front lines; the enemy was an integral part of the entire society. This atypical
form of warfare demanded that new tactics, new strategic applications of force, and a new
understanding of a complex social and cultural enmity be found. SEAL Warrior goes beyond
the horror and bravado of battle to offer a deeper insight into the ways in which the SEALs
fought, learned, reacted, and expanded their understanding of guerilla warfare during the
Vietnam War. It's also a personal, riveting account of how one young American survived, and,
over time, grew to trust and revere many of those who once had been his enemy. With
America again deeply involved in guerilla warfare, there is no better time to honor the unique
abilities, understanding, and courage of these warriors who sacrificed it all to fight for nothing
less than peace.
Behind-enemy-lines stories of elite Marines in Vietnam Force Recon companies were the eyes
and ears of the Marine Corps in Vietnam. Classified as special operations capable, Force
Recon Marines ventured into the enemy’s backyard to conduct reconnaissance and launched
deliberate strikes against the enemy. Lanning and Stubbe blend analysis and you-are-there
stories of Force Recon in action to create the definitive account of Recon Marines.
U.S. Marines as advisors have a long history, from Presley O'Bannon atTripoli through Iraq
and Afghanistan via Haiti, Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, China, South Korea, Taiwan,
Philippines, and Vietnam. While most Marines think of the Vietnamese Marine Corps as the
primary advisory experience during that conflict, others served with various other advisory
programs with the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, U.S. Joint Special Operations, and U.S. Civil
Operations and Rural Development Support. One of these is the subject of this study: Marine
advisors with the Vietnamese Provincial Reconnaissance Units (PRUs). This narrative is a
combination of experience, research, and reflection. While other journalistic or academic
accounts have been published, this is a narrative of participants. Many historians consider the
two most effective counterinsurgency organizations employed during the Vietnam War to have
been the PRU and USMC Combined Action Platoons (CAP). In both cases, U.S. Marines
played a significant role in the success of these innovative programs. It should be pointed out,
however, that the number of U.S. Marines assigned to these programs was small and the bulk
of the forces were locally recruited fighters. Both programs used a small cadre of Marines
providing leadership, training, and combat support for large numbers of indigenous troops, and
in so doing, capitalized on the inherent strengths of each. The author believes that both of
these programs have applicability in any counterinsurgency where U.S. forces are called upon
to assist a host government. Obviously, adjustments to these programs would have to be
made to take into account local conditions, but the core concept of providing U.S. Marines to
command or advise local militia and special police units is one that has great promise for
success. With a clear understanding of why the PRUs and CAPs worked, and with the
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necessary adjustments to take into account local conditions, similar units can be created to
defeat future insurgencies. With this in mind, the author hopes that this work will provide U.S.
military planners with insights into creating and managing units capable of defeating a wellorganized and highly motivated insurgent political infrastructure
The riveting, true-to-life account of survival, heroism and death in the elite Marine 3d Force
Recon unit, one of one two Marine units to receive the Valorous Unit Citation during the
Vietnam War. Doc Norton, leader of 3d Force Recon, recounts his team's experiences behind
enemy lines during the tense patrols, sudden ambushes and acts of supreme sacrifice that
occurred as they gathered valuable information about NVA operations right from the source.
The Vietnam War remains one of the most heroic and heartbreaking events in history. This
definitive guide charts the unforgettable story of the world's first televised war. Created in
association with the Smithsonian Institution, this authoritative guide chronicles America's fight
against Communism in southeast Asia during the 1960s and 1970s, and comprehensively
explores the people, politics, events, and lasting effects of the Vietnam War. Hundreds of
insightful images and a compelling narrative combine to chronicle this catastrophic conflict.??
From 1955, the communist government of North Vietnam waged war against South Vietnam
and its main ally, the USA. Over the course of two decades of hostility and warfare, the number
of casualties reached an incomprehensible three million people. Detailed descriptions of every
episode, including Operation Passage to Freedom and the evacuation of the American
embassy in Saigon, tell the stories in iconic photographs and eyewitness accounts. Discover
the real people behind the conflict, with gripping biographies of key figures, including Henry
Kissinger, General Thieu, President Nixon, and Pol Pot. This incredible visual record is
supported by locator maps, at-a-glance timelines, archive photography, and key quotations to
ensure an all-encompassing experience. The Vietnam War is an essential historic reference to
help humanity learn the lessons of suffering and sacrifice from one of the bloodiest conflicts of
the 20th century.

"We live together under the thick canopy, each searching for the other; the same
leeches and mosquitoes that feed on our blood feed on his blood." John Edmund
Delezen felt a kinship with the people he was instructed to kill in Vietnam; they
were all at the mercy of the land. His memoir begins when he enlisted in the
Marine Corps and was sent to Vietnam in March of 1967. He volunteered for the
Third Force Recon Company, whose job it was to locate and infiltrate enemy
lines undetected and map their locations and learn details of their status. The
duty was often painful both physically and mentally. He was stricken with malaria
in November of 1967, wounded by a grenade in February of 1968 and hit by a
bullet later that summer. He remained in Vietnam until December, 1968. Delezen
writes of Vietnam as a man humbled by a mysterious country and horrified by
acts of brutality. The land was his enemy as much as the Vietnamese soldiers.
He vividly describes the three-canopy jungle with birds and monkeys overhead
that could be heard but not seen, venomous snakes hiding in trees and relentless
bugs that fed on men. He recalls stumbling onto a pit of rotting Vietnamese
bodies left behind by American forces, and days when fierce hunger made a bag
of plasma seem like an enticing meal. He writes of his fallen comrades and the
images of war that still pervade his dreams. This book contains many
photographs of American Marines and Vietnam as well as three maps.
THE A SHAU VALLEYWHERE THE NVA WAS KING . . . In order to prevent
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surprise attacks on U.S. forces as they were pulling out of Vietnam, someone
had to be able to pinpoint the NVA's movements. That dangerous job was the
assignment of then-major Alex Lee and the Marines of the 3rd Force
Reconnaissance Company when he assumed command in late 1969. They
became the tip of the spear for Lt. Gen. Herman Nickerson's III MAF. And each
time one of Lee's small, well-motivated, well-led, and wildly outnumbered teams
was airlifted into the field, the men never knew if the day would end violently. But
whether tracking NVA movements, recovering downed air crews, or making
bomb-damage assessments after B-52 strikes, Major Lee's Few Good Men never
forgot who they were: Each of them was in Vietnam to live like a Marine, win like
a Marine, and, if need be, die like a Marine. Forthright and unabashed,
Lieutenant Colonel Lee leaves no controversy untouched and no awe-inspiring
tale untold in this gripping account of 3rd Force Recon's self-sacrifice and heroic
achievement in the face of overwhelming odds.
A young U.S. Marine officer recounts his experiences of the Vietnam War over a
nineteen month period. He graphically describes what it was like to perform three
distinct combat missions: long-range ground reconnaissance in the Annamite
Mountains of I Corps, infantry operations in the rice paddies and mountains of
Quang Nam Province and special police operations for the CIA in Tay Ninh
Province. Using Marine Corps official unit histories, CIA documents, and his
weekly letters home, the author relies almost exclusively on primary sources in
providing an accurate and honest account of combat at the small unit level. Of
particular interest is his description of his assignment to the CIA as a Provincial
Reconnaissance Unit (PRU) advisor in Tay Ninh Province, where he participated
in several secret missions as part of the controversial Phoenix Program. The
name and contribution of the CIA’s most valuable spy during the war, the famous
“Tay Ninh Source,” is revealed.
"Morning was always a welcome sight to us. It meant two things. The first was
that we were still alive. . . ." In 1967, death was the constant companion of the
Marines of Hotel Company, 2/5, as they patrolled the paddy dikes, mud, and
mountains of the Arizona Territory southwest of Da Nang. But John Culbertson
and most of the rest of Hotel Company were the same lean, fighting Marines who
had survived the carnage of Operation Tuscaloosa. Hotel's grunts walked over
the enemy, not around him. In graphic terms, John Culbertson describes the
daily, dangerous life of a soldier fighting in a country where the enemy was
frequently indistinguishable from the allies, fought tenaciously, and thought
nothing of using civilians as a shield. Though he was one of the top marksmen in
1st Marine Division Sniper School in Da Nang in March 1967--a class of just
eighteen, chosen from the division's twenty thousand Marines--Culbertson knew
that against the VC and the NVA, good training and experience could carry you
just so far. But his company's mission was to find and engage the enemy,
whatever the price. This riveting, bloody first-person account offers a stark
testimony to the stuff U.S. Marines are made of.
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Previously published in 2007 by AuthorHouse under the title: Arc Light: A
Marine's journey through South Vietnam.
The “hair-raising details of the second-by-second events” of a Special Forces
medic’s covert operations during the Vietnam War (On Point: The Journal of
Army History Online). In the years since the Vietnam War, the elite unit known as
the Studies and Observations Group (SOG) has spawned many myths, legends,
and war stories. Special Forces medic Joe Parnar served with SOG during 1968
in FOB2/CCC near the tri-border region that gave them access to the forbidden
areas of Laos and Cambodia. Parnar recounts his time with the recon men of this
highly classified unit, as his job involved a unique combination of soldiering and
lifesaving. His stories capture the extraordinary commitment made by all the men
of SOG and reveal the special dedication of the medics, who put their own lives
at risk to save the lives of their teammates. Parnar also discusses his medical
training with the Special Forces. “A well-written, interesting account of Parnar’s
three-year term of enlistment in the US Army, culminating as a Special Forces
medic in Vietnam from 1968 to 1969 . . . Parnar takes the time to provide context,
circumstance and motivation for heroism and tragedy—for US soldiers and the
indigenous Vietnamese soldiers and civilians with whom he worked . . . The
service, sacrifice and valor of a generation are vividly documented in the pages
of SOG Medic.” —ARMY Magazine
This is the fourth volume in an operational and chronological series covering the
U.S. Marine Corps’ participation in the Vietnam War. This volume details the
change in focus of the III Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF), which fought in
South Vietnam’s northernmost corps area, I Corps. This volume, like its
predecessors, concentrates on the ground war in I Corps and III MAF’s
perspective of the Vietnam War as an entity. It also covers the Marine Corps
participation in the advisory effort, the operations of the two Special Landing
Forces of the U.S. Navy’s Seventh Fleet, and the services of Marines with the
staff of the U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam. There are additional
chapters on supporting arms and logistics, and a discussion of the Marine role in
Vietnam in relation to the overall American effort.
“The best damned book from the point of view of the infantrymen who fought
there.”—Army Times Among the best books ever written about men in combat,
The Killing Zone tells the story of the platoon of Delta One-six, capturing what it
meant to face lethal danger, to follow orders, and to search for the conviction and
then the hope that this war was worth the sacrifice. The book includes a new
chapter on what happened to the platoon members when they came home.
This special edition ebook is a collection of some of the best first-person writing
about combat in Vietnam available today. Drawn from 24 full-length memoirs and
interviews, all published by McFarland (and available separately in complete
editions), these excerpts offer important, gripping and provocative stories from
men and women who were forever changed by their experiences in the war.
They represent the perspectives of Army infantry, forward observers, a journalist,
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a combat bandsman, Marines, pilots and nurses. 'Nam Raw includes excerpts
from the following titles: The Hump (Al Conetto) Lullabies for Lieutenants
(Franklin Cox) Mad Minutes and Vietnam Months (Micheal Clodfelter) Alone,
Unarmed and Unafraid (Taylor Eubank) Killer Kane (Andrew R. Finlayson)
Stained with the Mud of Khe Sanh (Rodger Jacobs) Scrappy (Howard C.
“Scrappy” Johnson and Ian A. O'Connor) Cammie Up! (Steven A. Johnson)
Pucker Factor 10 (James Joyce) Crucible Vietnam (A.T. Lawrence) Ghosts and
Shadows (Phil Ball) Eye of the Tiger (John Edmund Delezen) Vietnam-Perkasie
(W.D. Ehrhart) Rice Paddy Recon (Andrew R. Finlayson) Quang Tri Cadence
(Jon Oplinger) Vietnam War Nurses (Patricia Rushton) Runway Visions (David
Kirk Vaughan) The Crouching Beast (Frank Boccia) Combat Bandsman (Robert
F. Fischer) Tail End Charlie (Ronald John Jensen) The Ghosts of Thua Thien
(John A. Nesser) Hornet 33 (Ed Denny) War Stories (Conrad M. Leighton)
Fighting Shadows in Vietnam (Michael P. Moynihan, Jr.)
"Jim Gillam experienced real combat in his Vietnam tour. His stunning accounts
of killing and avoiding being killed ring true. Although wounded several times, Jim
did not leave the field for treatment in a field hospital, so he never generated the
paperwork for a Purple Heart or two or three. Although he would be appalled at
the thought, his attention to duty was `lifer' behavior, a concern for the well-being
of his squad that represents the best of NCO leadership in any army."---Allan R.
Millett, author of Semper Fidelis and coauthor of A War to Be Won "[Gillam] looks
back on his experiences of Vietnam not solely as a participant in the war, but also
with the critical eye of a trained historian... [He] uses an impressive array of after
action reports, duty officer logs, battlefield reports, and other primary source
material, to back up and reinforce his recollections."---Journal of Military History
review by James H. Willbanks, author of The Offensive "Gillam, a `shake and
bake' sergeant, presents a good account of small unit infantry action during the
war. He is very good at explaining the weaponry, tactics, and living conditions in
the field."---James E. Westheider, author of The African-American Experience in
Vietnam In 1968 James T. Gillam was a poorly focused college student at Ohio
University who was dismissed and then drafted into the Army. Unlike most
African Americans who entered the Army then, he became a sergeant and an
instructor at the Fort McClellan Alabama School of Infantry. In September 1968
he joined the First Battalion, 22nd Regiment of the 4th Infantry Division in
Vietnam. Within a month he transformed from an uncertain sergeant---who tried
to avoid combat---to an aggressive soldier, killing his first enemy and planning
and executing successful ambushes in the jungle. Gillam was a regular point
man and occasional tunnel rat who fought below ground, an arena that few
people knew about until after the war ended. By January 1970 he had earned a
Combat Infantry Badge and been promoted to staff sergeant. Then Washington's
politics and military strategy took his battalion to the border of Cambodia. Searchand-destroy missions became longer and deadlier. From January to May his unit
hunted and killed the enemy in a series of intense firefights, some of them in
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close combat. In those months Gillam was shot twice and struck by shrapnel
twice. He became a savage, strangling a soldier in hand-to-hand combat inside a
lightless tunnel. As his mid-summer date to return home approached, Gillam
became fiercely determined to come home alive. The ultimate test of that
determination came during the Cambodian invasion. On his last night in
Cambodia, the enemy got inside the wire of the firebase, and the killing became
close range and brutal. Gillam left the Army in June 1970, and within two weeks
of his last encounter with death, he was once again a college student and
destined to become a university professor. The nightmares and guilt about killing
are gone, and so is the callous on his soul. Life and Death in the Central
Highlands is a gripping, personal account of one soldier's war in the Vietnam War
This memoir is a record of what Jensen calls the luckiest and greatest adventure
of his life. In the midst of the fighting and with the knowledge that each day could
be his last, this young Marine managed to find some humor in his situation and
he believes that is what kept him alive. The story begins with Jensen as a young
man in New York in the 1960s, who, following in his brother's footsteps, decides
to join the Marines in hopes of finding himself. Early chapters discuss his
experiences in boot camp and his combat training at Camp Lejeune. Subsequent
chapters move directly to vivid descriptions of action on the battlefield, Jensen's
time aboard the USS Valley Forge, days spent walking through rice paddies and
the resulting foot infections he suffered. On the day he arrived home in New
York, a cab driver at the airport charged Jensen double the fare to drive him
home. He paid it and returned to a delighted family on March 6, 1970.
A gripping and informative visual guide to one of the bloodiest conflicts in US and
world history Journey through the Vietnam War; exploring detailed accounts of
the men and women that were there. Explore their stories of struggle, sacrifice,
and bravery through the iconic events that defined this conflict. This visual guide
is the perfect read for any military history enthusiast. Inside the pages of this
retelling of America's bloodiest conflict, you'll discover: - A vivid, moving, and
informative read, written in an engaging style - Offers a clear and compelling
account of the conflict, in short, self-contained events from the Battle of Ia Drang
to the Tet Offensive and The Khmer Rouge Biography spreads highlight major
military and political figures - Features on everyday life in the war offering
additional context - Stunning image spreads display weapons, spy gear, and
other equipment that defined the war - Maps and feature boxes provide additional
information on major events during the conflict A carefully constructed, in-depth
guide to Vietnam This definitive history of the Vietnam War was written in
conjunction with the Smithsonian. SI A Short History of the Vietnam War
showcases every aspect of the fighting and the wider political landscape from
both the side of the Viet Cong and the US military. Compelling text, diagrams,
and maps show exactly how decisive moments and battles unfolded to help the
reader to visualize the conflict. Eyewitness accounts and iconic photographs
bring events to life - from the creation of the Ho Chi Minh Trail to Operation
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Passage to Freedom and the evacuation of the US embassy in Saigon. From
weapons and aircraft to armored vehicles and spy gear, explore the machinery
used in the war through breathtaking photography. Lastly, biographical entries
give a fuller insight into the minds of key figures and the decisions they made and
include Henry Kissinger, President Nixon, Pol Pot, and more. More in the series
Combining expert historical insight, eyewitness accounts, and archive
photography, A Short History series seeks to summarise key historical events
and provide a wider context to what was happening around these events. Titles
include SI A Short History of World War II, SI A Short History of the American
Civil War, and SI A Short History of Flying and are the perfect addition to any
history enthusiast's library.
The leader of one of the most successful U. S. Marine long range
reconnaissance teams during the Vietnam War, Andrew Finlayson recounts his
team's experiences in the pivotal period in the war, the year leading up to the Tet
Offensive of 1968. Using primary sources, such as Marine Corps unit histories
and his own weekly letters home, he presents a highly personal account of the
dangerous missions conducted by this team of young Marines as they searched
for North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong units in such dangerous locales as
Elephant Valley, the Enchanted Forest, Charlie Ridge, Happy Valley and the Que
Son Mountains. Taking only six to eight men on each patrol, Killer Kane searches
for the enemy far from friendly lines, often finding itself engaged in desperate fire
fights with enemy forces that vastly outnumber this small band of brave Marines.
In numerous close contacts with the enemy, Killer Kane fights for its survival
against desperate odds, narrowly escaping death time and again. The book gives
vivid descriptions of the life of recon Marines when they are not on patrol, the
beauty of the landscape they traverse, and several of the author's Vietnamese
friends. It also explains in detail the preparations for, and the conduct of, a
successful long range reconnaissance patrol.
A young U.S. Marine officer recounts his experiences of the Vietnam War over a
nineteen month period. He graphically describes what it was like to perform three
distinct combat missions: long-range ground reconnaissance in the Annamite
Mountains of I Corps, infantry operations in the rice paddies and mountains of
Quang Nam Province and special police operations for the CIA in Tay Ninh
Province. Using Marine Corps official unit histories, CIA documents, and his
weekly letters home, the author relies almost exclusively on primary sources in
providing an accurate and honest account of combat at the small unit level. Of
particular interest is his description of his assignment to the CIA as a Provincial
Reconnaissance Unit (PRU) advisor in Tay Ninh Province, where he participated
in several secret missions as part of the controversial Phoenix Program. The
name and contribution of the CIA's most valuable spy during the war, the famous
"Tay Ninh Source," is revealed.
The combat engineers of the First Marine Division, 9th Engineer Battalion, risked
their lives daily in Vietnam as they cleared the roads of mines, repaired and
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paved the famous “Highway 1,” disarmed booby traps, built bridges and culverts,
and destroyed enemy bunkers and tunnels. Despite their sacrifices and pain, the
combat engineers in Vietnam have heretofore largely been ignored. This is the
first oral (or other) history of the 9th Engineers, the only Marine battalion formed
specifically to go to Vietnam. More than 35 men of the 9th talk about why they
joined the Marines and their experiences in basic training. They speak candidly
and compellingly about their five years (1966 to 1970) in country. The soldiers
also discuss what it was like to come home and get on with their lives.
Enjoy this story of a California teen who first served his country in 1967. His faith
was shaken as he came home to discover the world had changed, but so had he.
Seen and unseen wounds altered his perspective on life, but compelled him to
share lessons learned about PTSD and TBI. This book will forever change the
way you look at a warrior. Your new view will be filtered through the lens of how
anxiety, fear, adrenalin, terror, death and trauma forever alter the person within.
Faith shaken but never lost offers a glimpse into this warrior's perseverance
today.
This is the third volume in an operational and chronological series covering the Marine
Corps’ participation in the Vietnam War. This particular volume details the continued
build-up in 1966 of the III Marine Amphibious Force in South Vietnam’s northernmost
corps area, I Corps, and the accelerated tempo of fighting during the year—the result
being an “expanding war.” Although written from the perspective of III MAF and the
ground war in I Corps, the volume treats the activities of Marine advisors to the South
Vietnamese Armed Forces, the Seventh Fleet Special Landing Force, and Marines on
the staff of the U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, in Saigon. There are
separate chapters on Marine air, artillery, and logistics. An attempt has been made to
place the Marine role in relation to the overall effort.
The sequel to Marine Sniper: 93 Confirmed Kills continues the story of U.S. Marine
Corps sniper Carlos Hathcock and his accomplishments as a veteran of the Vietnam
War, detailing his most difficult and dangerous missions. Reprint.
In 1st Force Recon you performed at a very high level of proficiency. Or you died. . . . In
1969, First Lieutenant Bill Peters and the Force Recon Marines had one of the most
difficult, dangerous assignments in Vietnam. From the DMZ to the Central Highlands,
their job was to provide strategic and operational intelligence to insure the security of
American units as the withdrawal of the troops progressed. Making perilous helicopter
inserts deep in the Que Son Mountains, where the constant chatter of AK-47 rifle fire
left no doubt who was in charge, Peters and the other men of 1st Force Recon
Company risked their lives every day in six-man teams, never knowing whether they
would live to see the sunset. Peters's accounts of silently watching huge movements of
heavily armed NVA regulars, prisoner snatches, sudden-death ambushes, and extracts
from fiercely fought firefights vividly capture the realities of Recon Marine warfare, and
offer a gritty tribute to the courage, heroism, and sacrifice of the U. S. Marines. . . .
Marines in the Korean War Commemorative Series. Chronicles the role of the United
States Marines in the defense of the Pusan Perimeter and their part in the expansion of
United Nations forces in the Korean War.
This is a captivating account of a Marine Rifle Squad as it prepared for deployment to
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Vietnam, and establishing the enclave south of Da Nang, Vietnam. Mentored by Korean
Veterans, the Marine Riflemen become veterans tested in the rice paddies at Da Nang,
Phu Bai, and the highlands of Khe Sanh. They walked from Khe Sanh to Dong Ha,
Vietnam, one of the first units to do so since the fall of the French at Dien Bien Phu,
1954. They become Marine Riflemen ready to pick up their rifle and accomplish their
mission under any physical conditions.
This volume provides a riveting firsthand account of the most intense fighting of the
Vietnam War - DMZ 1968, where death was sudden, life stripped of the superfluous.
The author recounts harrowing experiences as a radioman in a Marine rifle company
near the North Vietnamese border.
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